ABSTRACT. We consider the Schrodinger equation
We look for solutions of the form
IjI X -e q x -e L IjImne e .
If we try to solve for IjI = IjImn we are led to the Schrodinger equation on the lattice Z2
H(K)1jI = (ell + V(K))1jI = EIjI
where II is the discrete Laplacian (without diagonal terms) and V(K) is some potential on Z2 . We have two main results:
( I) For e sufficiently small, H (K) has pure point spectrum for almost every K.
(2) For e sufficiently small, the operator _d 2 /dx 2 + e(cosx + cos(ax + 0)) has no point spectrum.
To prove our results, we must get decay estimates on the Green's function (E -H) -I . The decay of the eigenfunction follows from this. In general, we must keep track of small divisors which can make the Green's function large. This is accomplished by a KAM (Kolmogorov, Arnold, Moser) type of multiscale perturbation analysis. INTRODUCTION We consider the Schrodinger equation where e is small and 0: satisfies the Diophantine inequality The set of irrationals a satisfying the above condition for some constant C has full measure.
If the term cos( ax + $) is absent from (0.1), then the potential is periodic and the spectrum is known to be purely absolutely continuous. Moreover, any polynomially bounded solution can be expressed as a linear combination of functions of the form
where the coefficients 'lf n decay exponentially fast as n -+ 00 [2, 17] . For a general quasi-periodic potential, Dinaburg and Sinai [4] In [9] it was shown that {3 (E*) = ~ U ,w) for E* in the resolvent set. Dinaburg and Sinai proved their result for a set of rotation numbers "not too close" to ~U, w). Their proof uses KAM (Kolmogorov, Arnold, Moser) type methods. They also established the existence of some absolutely continuous spectrum but did not exclude the presence of point spectrum or singular continuous spectrum. In our case (0.1) it is natural to try to write ( ) iK' x ~ inx im (ax+O) 'If x = e ~ 'lfmne e .
If we assume a solution of this form, we get a recursion formula for the coefficients 'lf mn and) = U\ ' )2) E Z2 . For a more convenient notation we define has no point spectrum.
[)]=)2+)\a.

With this notation we have
Remark. For e large it has been shown that there is pure point spectrum at low energy for almost every B [16] .
Conjecture. We believe that the spectrum of the operator 2 2 -d /dx + e(cosx + cos(ax + B)) is purely absolutely continuous when e is small.
Most of this paper is devoted to the proof of the following lemma, from which the proof of Theorem 1 follows. See [1] .
Main Lemma. For e sufficiently small andfor almost every K, every polynomially bounded eigenfunction of the operator H(K) decays exponentially fast.
Other problems of this type on the lattice have recently been studied. In the case where {v j } are independent random variables it was shown that with probability one the spectrum of H is pure point with eigenfunctions which decay exponentially fast [3, 5, 6, 8, 13] . When vj(B) = cos 2n(a) + B) the same result was shown to be true for almost every B [14, 16] . Our methods are closely related to those of [16] . In general, we must deal with the appearance of small divisors in the Green's function (H -E*)-\ . To overcome this problem, we will use a multi scale perturbation analysis similar to the one used in the random variable case. Our methods also apply if the potential Vj = ([)] + K) 2 is replaced by any other symmetric C 2 potential with a nondegenerate critical point.
The main idea of the proof of the main lemma is to keep track of the sites in Z2 where IfI may be large. To do this, we will define a sequence of singular sets Sn (for n 2: 0). We list some important properties that Sn will have:
(1) IfI decays exponentially fast outside Sn' (2) The sites in Sn become increasingly sparse as n gets larger. 
The Center Theorem has two important corollaries which will give us information about the structure of So(K* , E*) . 
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We now sketch the proof of the Center Theorem. Since c~ E So(K* , E*) for r = i, j, by definition of So and equation (0.3) we must have
where lilKI = m(c~, c~). If we can establish the bound
it follows that m(c~, c6) = lilKI::; 2J~/2. In §l we will study the structure of E6(K) and establish this bound. Since E6(K) is a simple quadratic function, it will be easy to understand its structure completely and therefore easy to study the set So(K* , E*). See Figure 3 .
We end our discussion of So(K* , E*) with the following theorem. Remark. If E* ::; -~ then (H -E*)-I converges. This follows from (0.5) and the fact that Iv) -E*I ;::: ~ for every j E Z2. Therefore the only interesting case is when E* 2 -~. From now on we will assume that E* is restricted to this set.
Before we define S n (K* , E*) for every n, we shall discuss some perturbation methods that we will frequently use. We will need to restrict our Hamiltonian
to boxes (certain subsets of Z2) of increasing size and inductively use information from small boxes to gain information in larger boxes. The smallest boxes will be single sites in Z2 .
If B is a region in Z2 we define H(B) to be the operator H restricted to B by defining the matrix elements as follows:
We now define the boundary operator I B by
We will need to estimate the Green's function G = (H -E)-I. To do this we
, and I = lB. The following resolvent identity will be used later:
We can now define Sn+1 (K* ,E*) inductively. We assume that Sn(K* , E*) is defined and consists of either (1) "distant" points < for which we define c~+ 1 == < or (2) "distant" pairs of points c~, c~ for which we define C~+I == ~(c~ + c~).
We then put square boxes I~+I oflength In+1 centered at C~+I where In+1 == I~ for case (1) and In+1 = I: for case (2) . See Figures 4 and 5.
Remark. We must choose our boxes I~+I so that the boundary of I~+I does not intersect the boundary of any previous box I~ (m ~ n). An intersection like this would break up the box I~ and cause us to lose information about a(H(I~)) .
Definition. We call a box A n regular if fJA n [)I~ = (2) and [)A n [)l~ = (2) for every M ~ n.
Remark. By Appendix D we can always deform our boxes so that they are regular when required. From now on we will assume that all boxes are chosen to be regular. where I n + 1 ~ exp( -Yo/~21) and Yo is the constant defined in the Decay Theorem.
Remark 1. We will show that there are at most two eigenvalues in C1(H(I~+l)) that are "near" E* . See Lemmas 3.8 and 3.11.
Remark 2. In one-dimensional problems it is known that there are no level crossings; i.e., there is a lower bound on the separation of the eigenvalues in C1(H(I~+l)). This is not true in higher dimensions. This will complicate our analysis since we must consider the case when the eigenvalues cross. § 3 is devoted to the study of S n (K* , E*). Here we will list the important results and give a brief sketch of their proofs. 
To prove (0.9), we will show that
where I~KI = m(c~, c~) and 
Therefore the proof of (0.9) reduces to a problem of investigating the derivatives of E~(K) for K near K*. We will use first and second order perturbation theory to calculate the derivatives. The main result is that the first and second derivatives cannot be small simultaneously. This together with the fact that E~(K) is symmetric yields (0.9). See Figure 6 .
If the boxes I~ have two eigenvalues near E* , then the calculations described above become more complex. We must analyze both eigenvalues simultaneously in order to calculate the derivatives. (See Appendix B.)
Now we shall explain why IE~ I being small forces IE~ I to be large. This is the key estimate of this paper. The facts we need about the derivatives of the eigenvalue curves will be proved by induction on n as follows. Suppose that c~ E Sn(K* , E*). Then by the Spacing Lemma there are at most two points C~_l' C~_l E Sn_l(K*, E*)nI~ and therefore at most two eigenvalues E~(K*),
The Decay Theorem will be used to prove that the corresponding eigenfunctions 1fI~ and \}'~ decay exponentially fast outside I~_l U J~_l . Then using the E~(K)
FIGURE 6
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where A2+B2== 1 and 'II~_I' 1jI~_1 are eigenfunctions in the boxes I~_I,J~_I that have eigenvalues E~_I' E~_I near E* . Now we will calculate the derivatives of E~ and relate them to the derivatives of E~_I and E~_I . Then by induction we will gain information about E~ . By Appendix B we have
Then we can use the symmetry of the potential to show that
Again by Appendix B we can show that where Therefore (0.13)
Since A2 + B2 == 1, it is impossible for A2 -B2 and AB to be small at the same time. By induction we will know that dE~_I/dK is bounded away from zero; thus by (0.12) and (0.13) it is easy to see that dE~/dK and d2E~/dK2 cannot be small simultaneously. In particular, we will prove that if 
In §4 we will prove the following facts:
( 1) For n large enough we must have 
The Decay Theorem together with fact (1) implies that the matrix elements G XY decay exponentially fast. Since ¢K is polynomially bounded, it follows that ¢K (x) == 0 for every x and almost every K. Therefore Iji(K) = 0 for almost every K , which implies that IJf = 0 and therefore not an eigenfunction. This is a contradiction to our assumption.
DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES, OF SO
We begin by defining the Oth singular set So(K*, E*) = {c~ E Z2 : IE~(K*) -E*I ::; JoJE* + I}.
For convenience we have defined
to be the value of the potential at c~. In this section we will study the structure of So and prove the Center Theorem. As stated in the introduction, we will always assume that E* ~ -~ .
Proof. By definition of So' we have
which establishes part (a). The proof of part (b) is obvious from (1.1).
We will now prove part (c).
Since c~ E So' we have 
Remark. Lemma 1.1 (a) is only a weak version of the Center Theorem since E* may be very large. We will remove the E* dependence and strengthen the lemma.
We note that
. The next lemma tells us that if the first derivative is small, then K is near the symmetry point and the second derivative is big.
Lemma 1.2.
If IdE~/dKI ::; vE* + 1 for some K in the interval IK -K*I ::;
Proof. The equality in part (a) follows immediately from (1.1). Since IE~(K*) 
Proof. The first inequality is obvious since c~ E So. By Lemma 1.1 (b) we can
, we may assume Ks ::; K* ::;
The Center Theorem follows immediately from part (a). 0
Remark. We have removed the E* dependence from Lemma 1.1(a).
Lemma 1.4 (Decay Theorem). If
for IE -E*I ::; (f5 0 /5)VE* + 1 and IK -K*I ::; 4f5g/ 2 where
Proof. See (0.5). 0
Before we consider the next singular set SI' we group together nearby elements of So' There are two cases to consider, depending on the size of So = mins Ic~ -c~l. If So ~ 61~ , we construct boxes I; centered at C; == c~. We 
DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF SI
In this section we shall define SI and prove the Center Theorem for SI .
We will consider the two cases described at the end of § 1 separately. Proof. It is obvious that we can express
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Note that H' = Vi and then set K = Ks' Let P be the projection onto the nullspace of (H -E) where E = E; (KJ = g;i (Ks)' Now multiply the last equation by P. We have To calculate these eigenvalues we will represent PV' P in a special basis. To do this we define the operator S by
The eigenfunctions of S are IfIs and lfIa' symmetric and antisymmetric wave functions, i.e.,
IfIs(2c; -x) = IfIs(X) and lfIa(2c; -x) = -lfIa(X).
Note that H(I;, Ks) commutes with S, which allows us to express PV' P m the basis {lfI s ' lfI a }. In this basis we have 
PV'p= ((lfIs ' V: lfIs ) (lfIs ' v: lfla )) (atK=K s )' (lfI s ' V lfIa) (lfI a , V lfIa)
We now use the result in the first part of the proof to establish parts (a) and (b).
To prove the Center Theorem, we note that by definition of SI ' one of the eigenvalue differences in parts (a) and (b) must be bounded above by 2£5 1 V E* + 1 . 
4( i V'\}'i)2
- 
Now by the first part of the proof we can bound
which gives us
Remark. We are done with Case 2 (so:S: 61~). We will list the most important properties of SI in our induction hypothesis. 
DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF Sn+1
In this section, we will assume that the induction hypothesis is true for Sn and then prove that it holds for Sn+1 . Many of the proofs run along the same lines as their counterparts in §2 and will be omitted.
We construct Sn from Sn in the usual way by pairing elements together if sn :::; 61~ . Then we define Sn+I(K*, E*) == {C~+I E Sn: dist((J(H(!~+I))' E*):::; 6 n + I JE* + I}.
This case will be broken up into two subcases, according to the number of eigenvalues in (J (H (I~) ) that are near E* . Before we consider the two subcases, we will prove some general facts. The next lemma tells us that the derivatives of E~+I closely approximate those of E~ . The proof uses Cauchy's theorem, so we must state the lemma in its complex form. 111fI~+1 -1fI~11 ~ cstJ~ and IIV'II ~ J;;IVE* + 1.
To bound the difference of the eigenfunctions we need to establish decay estimates on the Green's function for complex K. We begin by taking a contour c: Iz -E*I = 1Jn_I~,jE* + 1. By (3.4) and (3.5) we see that E~(K*) E (J (H(I~) ) is an isolated eigenvalue inside C. When K = K* the operator H is selfadjoint; therefore
for z E C. For K in the complex disk we use the resolvent identity
If we restrict the eigenvalue equation
Since (3.2) holds for complex K we have 
for z E C 2 , IK -K*I ~ 46~/2 and
is uniformly bounded when E~+I is inside C 1 ; therefore by continuity E~+I must stay inside C 1 for every K in the disk IK -K* I ~ 46~/2 . To prove part (b) we apply Cauchy's theorem to part (a). 0 Remark. We are now back to class A of the induction hypothesis.
Subcase IB. I i
.i *1 6-,"1/2/-,"
The next lemma tells us how wide an interval we need to take in order to include
Thus we have two eigenvalues in a(H(I~)) close enough to E* so that our boxes I~ belong to class B of the induction hypothesis. By (3.11), (3. The same equation holds if we replace !jI~ with 'I'~ . Thus by trial wave function we establish part (a).
We now prove part (b). Fix x t!. /~ ul~. Suppose x E /~V~+I. Then x E /:+1 V: for some m + 1 ~ r ~ n -1. We choose an annulus A around 1:+1 V:
such that dist(x, 8A) ::::: 1;/6. By Lemma 3.7(a) and the Center Theorem for Sr we see that SrnA = 0. Now we restrict the eigenvalue equation H(/~+I)!jI~+1 = E~+I !jI~+1 to the annulus A and then use the Decay Theorem for Sr to prove part (b). The case where x t!. /~V~+I is treated the same way.
To establish part (c) we use (0.10) and Lemma 3.7(b). 0
Remark. By Appendix B, we can always assume that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are labeled so that they are differentiable functions of K. 
Proof. One of the wave functions, say !jI~+I' must have significant amplitude in /~. This follows from Lemma 3.8(b) and the fact that !jI~+1 and 'I'~+I are orthogonal. We use !jI~+1 as a trial wave function for H(/~), yielding This shows that E~(K) is the unique eigenvalue in a(H(I~)) which is near E* , thus proving part (e) of the lemma.
A similar argument in l~ shows that there exists an eigenvalue E~ ( Proof. We restrict the equation H(I~+I)If/~+1 = E~+llf/~+l to I~ and write it as
By Lemmas 3.9(a) and 3.8(b), the right-hand side is bounded by cstl5~ J E* + 1 ;
By Lemma 3.9(e) we get 111f/~+1 -AIf/~11 ::; cstl5!. We can do the same thing in l~ to get 111f/~+1 -BIji~11 ::; cstl5!. Orthogonality and normalization give us parts (c) and (d) and the relationship between A and B. 0
We have two eigenvalues E~+l and ~i+l in a(H(I~+I)) that are dose enough to E* to make their wave functions decay exponentially fast outside I~ U l~ .
Any other eigenvalue must be far enough away from E* to make its wavefunction orthogonal to If/~+l and '¥~+l . 
Now we can use Lemma 3.12 to establish part (a). The same argument is used to prove part (c).
We now prove part (b). By Appendix B we have
and the remainder term is bounded by 
Proof. For any value of E, we define 
J1(C n )_cstl n + 2 o n /On-I' 0
We are now ready to prove the Main Lemma. has no point spectrum.
Proof (of Main Lemma
To prove Theorem 2 we will need the following lemma. 
Proof. If we define
then the set .% = n:,=o Un>m Bn will be the set of measure zero we need to prove the lemma. To prove that this set has measure zero we define Figure   A. ) Therefore
We now split up the proof into cases. By definition of V we have V" = 21 (where I is the identity matrix); therefore E" = 2 + 2(1fI, VIIfI').
IE(K 2 ) -E(KJ)I
To complete the proof we must calculate 1fI'. We rewrite (Bl) as (E -H) 1fI' = Vi IfI -E' IfI , thus 
IfI = (E -H)J. (V 1fI-E 1fI) = (E -H)J. V 1fI·
If we put (B2) back into our last equation for E" we get 
E (K) = 2 + 2(V 1fI, (E -H)J. V 1fI).
We can further express
and if we note that P(g')V'1fI = (1fI, Vi,!,),!" we substitute (B4) into (B3) to get The general case where A contains many points c n + 1 E Sn is treated using the block resolvent expansion as explained in [15] . Proof. It suffices to show that we can pass a broken line across a rectangle of dimension ~ln+l x 2ln+l which misses every box I~ for m :::; n.
E =2+2(1fI, V (E-H)J.J.V 1fI)+2(1fI, V'!') I(E-g').
The proof will be by induction on n. Assume we are given a rectangle with dimensions ~ln+l x 2ln+l . By the Center Theorem for Sn' it is possible to put a strip of width lnl2 across our rectangle so that it misses every box I~. We now break up the strip into rectangles which by induction have paths that avoid I~ for m :::; n -1 . The length of the path is bounded by induction. 0
Remark. It is possible to choose the box A to be symmetric about its center.
